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What is CLFV?
➤ Modern Particle Physics 

➤ Based on the beautiful symmetries and 
conservation laws → eventually broken 

➤ Forces are nicely unified → but no gravity 

➤ No dark matters, neutrino masses, etc… 

➤ We know 

➤ Quarks mix (CKM matrix) 

➤ Neutrinos mix (PMNS matrix) 

➤ So why don’t charged leptons mix? 

➤ Charged Lepton Flavour Violation 
(CLFV)
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CLFV History

3
A.Papa, EPJ Web of Conferences (2020)

➤ Muons were discovered in 1936 accidentally 

➤ “Who ordered that?” — I. I. Rabi 

➤ Dawn of the flavour physics 

➤ Current upper limits (for muons = golden 
channels @90% C.L.) 

➤ BR(μ+→e+e+e-) < 1.0 × 10-12 by SINDRUM 
@PSI, Nucl. Phys. B 299 (1988) 

➤ CR (μ-N→e-N)|Au < 7.0 × 10-13 by 
SINDRUM II @PSI, Eur. Phys. J. C 47 (2006) 
337 

➤ BR(μ+→e+γ) < 4.2 × 10-13 by MEG @PSI, 
Eur. Phys. J. C 76 (2016) 434

of the new particles (red line) would indirectly appear
enhancing the probability of processes that otherwise
would be strongly suppressed or never occur.

The most general approach to describe the NP under
the assumption that the NP characteristic energy scale is
well above the energies explored so far is to write an ef-
fective lagrangian made by the sum of the SM lagrangian
and all the other new terms, suppressed by inverse powers
of the new heavy mass scale ⇤ [11–13]:

Le f f = LSM +
X

d>4

c(d)
n

⇤d�4O
(d) (1)

where O are the operators, d is the mass dimension and
cn dimensionless coe�cients. As it follows from eq. 1
searching for strongly suppressed or forbidden processes
o↵ers the unique possibility to probe otherwise unreach-
able and unexploited new physics energy scale. Following
the approach of the e↵ective lagrangian and assuming NP
natural coupling the current upper limits on muon cLFV
processes translates in new energy scale limits⇤ >O(100)
TeV, independently of the detailed form of the operator re-
sponsible for the cLFV process [14, 15].

Muonic rare channels such as the µ+ ! e+� decay, the
µ+ ! e+e+e� decay and µ�N ! e�N conversion in nu-
clei are the most promising and complementary cLFV pro-
cesses (often referred to as "golden muonic channels" [1,
16–20]): (a) The tremendous muon beam intensities (al-
ready available: up to few ⇥108 µ/s (continuous, DC) [21,
22], available soon: O(1011) µ/s (pulsed) [23, 24] and un-
derstudy: O(1010) µ/s (DC) [25, 26], implying for huge
statistical samples, together with ultimate performing de-
tectors allow for astonishing muonic cLFV SES; (b) The
combined phenomenological analysis of these three pro-
cesses allow for discriminating the underlying operators
generating a potential signal, given di↵erent process sen-
sitivities to the di↵erent operators. Figure 2 shows the
history of cLFV experiments based on the golden muonic
channels.

Two of the three golden muonic channels can be stud-
ied at PSI which delivers the world’s most intense con-
tinuous muon beam uniquely suited to study coincidence-
type experiments as µ+ ! e+� and µ+ ! e+e+e� decay
searches, where there is more than one particle in the final
state.

The MEG experiment searches for the µ+ ! e+� de-
cay ([27, 28]) and has recently set the most stringent up-
per limit on its branching ratio B(µ+ ! e+�) < 4.2 ⇥
10�13 [29–32]. It is a factor 30 improvement over the
previous limit set by the MEGA experiment [33] and also
the strongest bound on any forbidden decay particle. The
strong physics motivation to further explore the µ+ ! e+�
decay has led the collaboration to decide upon an upgrade
of the experiment, with the aim to improve the sensitiv-
ity by at least one order of magnitude. The MEG upgrade
(MEGII) has been approved at PSI and by the Institutions
of the international collaboration [34], and is now under-
way [35].

Figure 2. History of cLFV experiments with muons.

Following the mentioned complementary approach the
Mu3e experiment at PSI will search for the µ+ ! e+e+e�
decay aiming at a sensitivity of a few ⇥10�15 [36] (Mu3e
phase I) and an ultimate sensitivity of a few ⇥10�16 (cur-
rent upper limit B(µ+ ! e+e+e�)< 1.0 ⇥ 10�12 [37]), and
COMET [23] in Japan and Mu2e [24] in US will search
for the µ�N ! e�N conversion aiming at final sensitivi-
ties of few ⇥10�17(current upper limit B(µ Au ! e Au)
< 7 ⇥ 10�13 [38]).

2 The MEGII experiment

A schematic view of the MEGII apparatus is shown in Fig-
ure 3.

In MEGII, surface (positive) muons with a momentum
of 29 MeV/c are stopped in a thin slanted polyethylene tar-
get (thickness 140 µm; angle 15 deg), located at the center
of a magnetic spectrometer.

The signature of a µ+ ! e+� decay at rest is a back-
to-back, mono-energetic, time coincident � and e+. The
signal event is identified by five observables: The gamma
energy E�, the positron energy Ee, the relative gamma-
positron time te�, the relative gamma-positron angles ✓e�
and �e�. There are two main background sources, the dom-
inant being the accidental coincidences between a high
energy positron from the main muon decay µ+ ! e+⌫⌫
(Michel decay) and a high energy photon from positron
annihilation-in-flight or bremsstrahlung or from the radia-
tive muon decay (RMD) µ+ ! e+⌫⌫�. The other source
comes from the RMD itself when neutrinos take o↵ a small
amount of energy.

All the � kinematics variables (energy E�, time t� and
interaction point X�) are measured using a liquid Xenon
(LXe) calorimeter. All the e+ kinematics variables are
measured by a spectrometer made of single cylindrical ac-
tive drift chamber CDCH and a highly segmented pixe-
lated Timing Counter pTC mounted inside a gradient mag-
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Saturating?
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CLFV Physics

➤ No CLFV in the Standard Model 

➤ Massive neutrinos induce CLFV processes via neutrino oscillations 

➤ Already new physics beyond the Standard Model but completely undetectable 

➤ Clear sign of the new physics if discovered

4

B(μ → eγ) =
3α
32π ∑

i

U†
μiUei

m2
νi

m2
W
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≈ 10−54
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Sacha Davidson, Bertrand Echenard Snowmass RP frontier kick off meeting  - Jul  2020         p.5

Many BSM scenarios predict observable CLFV rates, for example:

CLFV and BSM physics

Each model generate a specific pattern of operators → multiple CLFV measurements to 
extract the underlying physics. 

Supersymmetry Heavy neutrino Two Higgs doublet

Leptoquarks Compositeness
New heavy bosons / 
anomalous coupling

Lo
op

s
Co

nt
ac

t 
in

te
ra

ct
io

n
CLFV in BSM

Different interactions generate different processes → complementary searches unveil the BSM structure

5S. Davidson and B Echenard, Rare processes and Precision Frontier kick-off meeting (2020)
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CLFV in EFT
➤ In a model independent Effective Field Theory (EFT) approach, CLFV related 

Lagrangian at the new physics scale ΛNP, w/ only dim-6 operators is written as;

6

ℒCLFV =
mμ

(κ + 1)Λ2
μRσμνeLFμν +

κ
(κ + 1)Λ2

μLγμeL (uLγμuL + dLγμdL)

Radiative term (loops) Contact term (tree/box)
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CLFV in EFT

➤ Searches for CLFV processes indirectly 
probing ΛNP > 1 PeV 

⇔ Ultra large Moon collider, 14 PeV pp 
(arXiv:2106.02048)  

➤ Complementary searches available with 
different CLFV modes 

➤ If discovered, BR(µ→eγ)/CR(µN→eN) will 
tell us the interaction pattern in NP

7

de Gouvea and Vogel hep-ph:1303.4097 

https://arxiv.org/abs/2106.02048
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CLFV and Leptoquarks

➤ LQ can simultaneously explain both; 

➤ Recent B physics anomalies 

➤ Long standing g-2 anomaly

8
P.F. Perez, et.al. arXiv:2104.11229
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FIG. 9: Left panel : Same as Fig. 3; we also include a contribution from C10µµ = 1.5 C
0
10µµ. Right panel :

The region shaded in blue is in agreement with the combined result from the Muon g � 2 experiment at
Fermilab and E821 at BNL within 1�. We have also fixed the Wilson coe�cients that reproduce the
experimental measurements of Br(Bs ! µ

+
µ
�) and RK within 1�. The predicted values for RK⇤ are

higher than the current central values as discussed in the text.

5. SUMMARY

We have discussed the simplest quark-lepton unification theory that can be realized at the
TeV scale [6] and can be seen as a low energy limit of the Pati-Salam theory. This theory is
based on the SU(4)C ⌦ SU(2)L ⌦ U(1)R gauge group and, in order to have a consistent theory
for fermion masses at the low scale, neutrino masses are generated through the inverse seesaw
mechanism. This theory predicts the existence of a vector leptoquark, Xµ ⇠ (3,1, 2/3)SM, and
two scalar leptoquarks, �3 ⇠ (3̄,2, �1/6)SM and �4 ⇠ (3,2, 7/6)SM, that can provide a relevant
contribution to meson decays.

We have studied the possibility to explain the experimental values for the clean observables
involving b ! s transitions, i.e. RK , RK⇤ and Br(Bs ! µ

+
µ
�), in two main scenarios. In the first

scenario the scalar leptoquark �3 gives the main contributions to explain the measured values of
the relevant meson decays through couplings to both electrons and muons. In the second scenario
the scalar leptoquark �4 plays the main role to explain the values for the neutral flavor anomalies;
in this scenario the New Physics is coupled mostly to electrons as it is required by the experimental
bound from µ ! e�. Furthermore, we showed that �4 can be used to explain the g�2 of the muon
while being consistent with other experimental bounds.

We found scenarios where we can address simultaneously the flavor and the (g�2)µ anomalies,
in which both leptoquarks �3 and �4 play a role. In these scenarios, the recent experimental results
for RK and RK⇤ are explained by contributions from �3 and �4, with Wilson coe�cients of the
same order as in the SM, while the measured value of (g � 2)µ can be addressed by coupling �4

mostly to muons, so that the aforementioned anomalies can all be explained in consistency with
constraints from lepton flavor violation.

We hope that, in the near future, more experimental data and an improvement on the
theoretical predictions will determine whether these anomalies represent final evidence for New
Physics, and whether the minimal theory for quark-lepton unification can be behind them by

Left plot; Scalar LQ, Φ4 satisfies all b  

Right plot; Allowed region from g-2 results 

anomalies All 1σ band 

→ all of them somehow satisfied
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CLFV and Leptoquarks
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Figure 6: On the left, ��2 distribution for the fit to RK(⇤) and RD(⇤) data (1�) in the plane of the
(KL)ij couplings. All points comply with the di↵erent (flavour) constraints. On the right, regions in
the plane spanned by CR(µ�e,N) and BR(KL ! µ±e⌥), accommodating both RK(⇤) and RD(⇤) (blue)
and those in addition complying with LFV constraints (yellow). Both panels correspond to a heavy
sector composed of three isodoublet vector-like charged lepton states, and to having set mV ⇠ 1.5 TeV.
The ��2 corresponds to the 1�-region around the best fit point.

the result of a very general scan over the full set of (mixing) parameters.

The right panel of Fig. 6 o↵ers a projection of the viable points (displayed on the left panel) in
the plane of the most constraining observables, CR(µ � e,N) and BR(KL ! µ±e⌥). It is interesting
to notice that, to a very good approximation, most of the currently phenomenologically viable points
lie within future reach of the upcoming muon-electron conversion dedicated facilities (COMET and
Mu2e).

In the near future, and should the B-meson decay anomalies be confirmed, an explanation in
terms of such a minimal leptoquark framework could be probed via its impact for cLFV observables,
in particular µ � e conversion in nuclei. Although the cLFV bounds could be evaded by increasing
the mass of the vector leptoquark, this would however prevent a viable explanation of the B-meson
decay anomalies, especially of RD(⇤) .

4 Concluding remarks

In this study we have considered a minimal SM extension via one vector leptoquark V1 and n genera-
tions of heavy vector-like charged leptons, as a candidate framework to explain the current B-meson
anomalies, RK(⇤) and RD(⇤) .

Minimal extensions by a single V1 leptoquark are in general disfavoured due to the strong cLFV
constraints on the (unitary) quark-lepton-V1 couplings. Here we have suggested that the pattern of
mixings required to simultaneously address RK(⇤) and RD(⇤) with a single V1 could be interpreted
within a framework of nonunitary V1`q couplings: the mixings of the SM charged leptons with the
additional vector-like heavy leptons can lead to e↵ectively nonunitary V1`q couplings, o↵ering the
required amount of LFUV to account for both anomalies.

As we have argued, the most minimal nonunitary scenario (i.e. n = 1) consistent with both RK(⇤)

and RD(⇤) , is ruled out as it leads to excessive contributions to cLFV observables such as muon-
electron conversion in nuclei. We have thus considered three families of vector-like heavy leptons, and
we have carried out a detailed analysis of the impact for an extensive array of flavour violation and
EW precision observables. Our findings revealed that the SU(2)L charges of the heavy charged leptons
are of paramount importance for the model’s viability: for isosinglet heavy leptons, the mass of the
leptoquark must be su�ciently large to avoid excessive contributions to Z decays, which then prevents
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Γðμ → eγÞ ≃ α
4

m5
μ

M4
ϕ5=3
4

X

j

!!!!
3

32π2
λ2jR λ

1j#
R

× ½QqF1ðxjÞ þQLQF2ðxjÞ&
!!!!
2

; ðB1Þ

with xj ¼ ðmuj=Mϕ5=3
4
Þ2, λR ¼ VT

6 , and assuming

VCKM ∼ 1 we have that Ṽ6 ≃ V6. In Fig. 10 we
show the parameter space in the λR vs Mϕ5=3

4
plane.

The region shaded in red is excluded by the
experimental bound Brðμ → eγÞ ≤ 4.2 × 10−13

[77]. This is the motivation behind the texture
chosen in Eq. (35) with couplings mostly to elec-
trons. For the plot we have chosen the benchmark
values of λR ¼ λ23R ¼ −λ22R ¼ λ13R =36 ¼ λ12R =36, so
that we obtain C10μμ ¼ 10−3 and C10ee ¼ −1.3,
which are able to explain the flavor anomalies.
We are also taking MΦ4

¼ Mϕ5=3
4

¼ Mϕ2=3
4

since

the mass splitting cannot be large.
(iii) Φ3 &Φ4 scenario: In Sec. IVA we discussed the

scenario where both fields, Φ3 and Φ4, contribute to
the flavor anomalies and the connection between
the predictions forRK and ðg − 2Þμ. In this case, the
bound from μ → eγ can be satisfied because the
coupling of Φ4 to electrons is suppressed and the Φ3

contribution to such processes is also suppressed,
and therefore, this bound can be neglected as in the
first case discussed above.
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in the previous page

Vector LQ 

The µ-e conversion rate 
provides the strong constraint



Searches for 
μ→eγ & μ→eee

MEG, MEG II, Mu3e

10The Kangaroo Sanctuary / Facebook
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The µ to e+γ decay

➤ Combinatorial Backgrounds dominant 

➤ RBG ∝ L2 → lower instantaneous beam luminosity is better 

➤ Good DC beam and EXCELLENT detectors to separate accidental overlaps
11

1.3. SEARCHES FOR THE CLFV PROCESSES
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Figure 1.6: Left figure shows positron energy spectrum of unpolarized µ+ → e+νeνµ decay
(Michel spectrum). A radiative decay correction [25] is included. Right one shows gamma
Energy spectrum of unpolarized µ+ → e+νeνµγ decay. Positron energy and the angle
between a positron and a gamma are integrated.

From Eq. (1.20), the branching fraction of the accidental backgrounds is proportional to
Rµ.

A gamma ray from annihilation-in-flight (AIF) of a positron is other possible source of
the accidental background. The energy spectrum and the production rate of the gamma
ray from AIF depends on the materials inside the tracking volume. The rate of the AIF
background is also proportional to the instant muon rate (Rµ) since almost all positrons
originate from Michel decay of muons.

By way of example, the branching ratio of the accidental background is calculated by
using resolution parameters given by the MEGA experiment. In the calculation, it has to
be considered that pulsed muon beam was used in the MEGA experiment. The instant
beam intensity was 2.6 × 108 in MEGA. The effective branching ratio is given as

Bacc ∼ 2.4 × 10−12. (1.22)

Therefore the accidental background was dominant in their experiment and it could be
a serious problem on searching for the µ+ → e+γ decay with higher sensitivity of 10−13

level.

1.3.2.3 Experimental Requirement for the µ+ → e+γ Search

As discussed in above sections, it is the most important to reduce the accidental back-
ground to achieve the sensitivity below 10−12. Since the background rate is proportional
to an instant muon rate, direct-current (DC) muon beam is strongly preferred in order
to suppress the accidental background while keeping the total statistics high enough.

Since the incident rate of the AIF background depends on the materials along the
positron trajectories, namely the target and the tracking devices, the total amount of
materials inside the tracking volume should be as small as possible and they should be

26
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Paul Scherrer Institut (PSI)

12

PSI @Villigen

CERN

A CLFV front-runner

Aare river
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πE5 beam line

13

1.2MW, 590 MeV proton beam 

A rotating graphite muon production target 
(Target E) 

Intensity; ~108 muons/sec (the most intense 
DC muon beam) 

Momentum; 29.8 MeV/c, called “surface” 
muons

The piE5 beam line
• MEGII and Mu3e (phase I) similar beam requirements:

• Intensity O(108 muon/s), low momentum p = 28 MeV/c

• Small straggling and good identification of the decay region

MEG/MEGII Beam Line Mu3e Compact Muon Beam Line

Only possible in piE5!

12
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2.1. BEAMLINE

Figure 2.1: Top and side view of all the experimental apparatus with coordination.

Figure 2.2: 3D view of all the experimental apparatus with coordination.

32

MEG
➤ Beam intensity: 3×107 µ-/sec 

➤ Aiming sensitivity: 10-13 @ 90% C.L. 

➤ Previous upper limit: 1.2×10-11 @ 90% C.L. 

➤ 100 times better sensitivity 

➤ The physics data taking completed in 2008-2013
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Fig. 19 The φAIF versus θAIF distribution of the highest ranked e+AIF
γ -pairs per event in a sample of year 2009 events. The peak in the centre
of the plot is caused by photons originating from positron-AIF in the
DCH. The events located inside the dashed line contour are removed
by the AIF cut

4 Analysis

4.1 Analysis strategy

The MEG analysis strategy is a combination of blind and
maximum likelihood analysis. The blind analysis is chosen to
prevent any bias in the evaluation of the expected background
in the analysis region and the maximum likelihood analysis
is preferred to the simpler box analysis in order to avoid
boundary effects at the borders of the analysis region and to
improve the sensitivity by correctly taking into account the
probabilities of events being due to signal, RMD or accidental
background.

The µ+ → e+γ event is characterised by an e+γ -pair,
simultaneously emitted with equal momentum magnitude
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Fig. 20 The accumulated number of stopped muons on target as func-
tion of time

and opposite directions, and with energy of mµ/2 =
52.83 MeV each. The µ+ → e+γ event signature is there-
fore very simple and the sensitivity of the experiment is lim-
ited by the ability to reject background e+γ -pairs, of various
origins. Positron and photon energies (Ee+ and Eγ ), e+γ

relative time (te+γ ), and relative azimuthal and polar angles
θe+γ and φe+γ are the observables available to distinguish
possible µ+ → e+γ candidates from background pairs. In
the maximum likelihood analysis presented here, θe+γ and
φe+γ are treated separately, with independent distributions,
since these variables can have different experimental resolu-
tions.

This maximum likelihood analysis is thoroughly cross-
checked by an alternative independent maximum likelihood
analysis where some of the methods are simplified; for exam-
ple, the relative stereo angle $e+γ is used instead of the rel-
ative polar and azimuthal angles.

4.2 Dataset

Data were accumulated intermittently in the years 2008–
2013. Figure 20 shows the data collection period divided
into each calendar year by the planned PSI winter accelera-
tor shutdown periods of 4–5 months. Shutdown periods are
used for detector maintenance, modification and repair work.
The data accumulated in 2008 were presented in [5], but the
quality of those data was degraded by problems with the
tracking system and therefore they are not considered in this
analysis.

In total, 7.5×1014 muons were stopped on target in 2009–
2013. The analysis based on the 3.6 × 1014 muons stopped
on target in 2009–2011 has already been published [7]. The
data from the remaining 2.3 × 1014 muons stopped on target
in 2012, and from 1.6 × 1014 muons stopped on target in
2013 are included in this analysis, thus completing the full
dataset.

In the first stage of the MEG analysis, events are pre-
selected with loose requirements, requiring the presence of
(at least) one positron track candidate and a time match given
by −6.9 < tLXe−TC < 4.4 ns, where tLXe−TC is the relative
difference between the LXe time and the TC time associated
with the positron candidate. The window is asymmetric to
include multiple turn events. This procedure reduces our data
size to ≈16 % of the recorded events. No requirements are
made on photon and positron energies or relative directions.
Such loose cuts ensure that even in the presence of not yet
optimised calibration constants the possibility of losing a
good µ+ → e+γ event is negligible.

4.3 Blinding

Every time the pre-selected events are processed, events
falling in the window in the (te+γ , Eγ ) plane defined by
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MEG
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Fig. 29 The projections of the best fitted likelihood function to the
five main observables and Rsig together with the data spectra for the
full dataset. The magenta dash and red dot-dash lines are individual
components of the fitted PDFs of ACC and RMD, respectively. The

blue solid line is the sum of the best fitted PDFs. The green hatched
histograms show the signal PDFs corresponding to 100 times magnified
Nsig upper limit

These parameters are therefore fitted to opposite directions
(the paraboloid shape or the deformed shape defined by the
FARO measurement) in the positive and the negative sides of
the branching ratio. The likelihood curve shifts from one to
another of the two shapes crossing 0 in the branching ratio.
The best fit value on the branching ratio for the full dataset
is −2.2 × 10−13. The upper limit of the confidence interval
is calculated following the frequentist approach described in
Sect. 4.5.3 to be 4.2 × 10−13 at 90 % C.L.

The projection of the best fitted function on each observ-
able is shown in Fig. 29a–e, where all the fitted spectra are in
good agreement with the data spectra. The agreement is also
confirmed by the relative signal likelihood Rsig defined as

Rsig = log10

(
S(xi )

fRR(xi )+ fAA(xi )

)
, (4)

where fR and fA are the expected fractions of the RMD and
accidental background events which are estimated to be 0.07
and 0.93 in the side-bands, respectively. Figure 29f shows the

Rsig distribution observed in the full dataset together with the
expected distribution from the fit result.

The results from the maximum likelihood analysis are
summarised in Table 2. The dominant systematic uncertainty
is due to the target alignment uncertainty, which increases the
upper limit by 5 % while the other uncertainties increase it
by less than 1 % in total.

The upper limit on the branching ratio is consistent with
the sensitivity under the background-only hypothesis pre-
sented in Sect. 4.7.1. This result is confirmed by following
the profile of the log-likelihood curve as a function of the
number of signal events, in parabolic approximation, and by
independent analysis, based on a set of the constant PDFs,
which will be discussed in Sect. 4.7.3.1.

A maximum likelihood fit without the constraints on
NRMD and NACC estimated in the side-bands is performed as
a consistency check. The best fit values of NACC and NRMD
for the combined dataset are 7684±103 and 663±59, respec-
tively. They are consistent with the respective expectations
of 7744± 41 and 614± 34 and also with the total number of
observed events (Nobs = 8344) in the analysis window.
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Table 2 Best fit values of the branching ratios (Bfit), upper limits at
90 % C.L. (B90) and sensitivities (S90)

Dataset 2009–2011 2012–2013 2009–2013

Bfit × 1013 −1.3 −5.5 −2.2

B90 × 1013 6.1 7.9 4.2

S90 × 1013 8.0 8.2 5.3
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Fig. 27 Event distributions of observed events in the (Ee+ , Eγ )- and
(cos "e+γ , te+γ )-planes. In the top figure, selections of cos "e+γ <
−0.99963 and |te+γ | < 0.24 ns are applied with 90 % efficiency for
each variable, and in the bottom figure 51.0 < Eγ < 55.5 MeV and
52.4 < Ee+ < 55.0 MeV are applied with 74 and 90 % efficiency
respectively. The signal PDF contours (1σ , 1.64σ and 2σ ) are also
shown

and 2012–2013 datasets have also been evaluated separately
as presented in Table 2.

The average contributions of the systematic uncertainties
are evaluated by calculating the sensitivities without includ-
ing them. The dominant one is found to be the uncertainty on

the target alignment; it degrades the sensitivity by 13 % on
average, while the total contribution of the other systematic
uncertainties is less than 1 %. The sensitivity for the 2009–
2011 dataset is found to be slightly worse than previously
quoted in [7] due to a more conservative assignment of the
systematic uncertainty on the target alignment.

The maximum likelihood analysis has also been tested in
fictitious analysis windows in the timing side-bands centred
at te+γ = ±2 ns without the Gaussian constraint on NRMD.
The upper limits observed in the negative and positive tim-
ing side-bands are 8.4×10−13 and 8.3×10−13, respectively.
These are consistent with the upper limit distribution for
pseudo experiments as indicated in Fig. 26.

4.7.2 Likelihood analysis in the analysis window

Figure 27 shows the event distributions for the 2009-2013
full dataset on the (Ee+ , Eγ )- and (cos "e+γ , te+γ )-planes.
The contours of the averaged signal PDFs are also shown
for comparison. No significant correlated excess is observed
within the signal contours.

A maximum likelihood analysis is performed to evaluate
the number of signal events in the analysis window by the
method described in Sect. 4.5. Figure 28 shows the profile-
likelihood ratios as a function of the branching ratio observed
for 2009–2011, 2012–2013, and 2009–2013 full dataset,
which are all consistent with a null-signal hypothesis. The
kinks visible in the curves (most obvious in 2012–2013) are
due to the profiling of the target deformation parameters (see
Sect. 4.5.1). In the positive side of the branching ratio, the
estimate of the target shape parameters in the profiling is per-
formed by looking for a positive excess of signal-like events
in the φe+γ distribution. On the other hand, in the negative
side, it is done by looking for a deficit of signal-like events.

Fig. 28 The negative log-likelihood ratio (λp) as a function of the
branching ratio
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MEG
➤ Sensitivity; 5.3×10-13 @ 90% C.L. 

➤ No signal excess was observed 

➤ Best fit upper limit;  4.2×10-13 @ 90% C.L.  

➤ ×30 improvement from the previous experiment, MEGA 

➤ Sensitivity curve is no longer ∝1/Nµ because of the accidental background 

➤ = The BG influence is getting larger 

➤ Muon beam is not a bottleneck 

➤ Time for the major upgrade!
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MEG II
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CHARGED LEPTON FLAVOUR EXPERIMENTS / T. MORI

Liquid xenon photon detector 
(εγ~70%, σE/E~1%)

Pixelated timing counter
(σt ≃ 35 ps)

Cylindrical drift chamber  
(~1.6×10-3 X0, σp~100 keV)

Thin-wall SC solenoid
(gradient B-filed: 1.3→0.5 T)

Radiative decay counter 
(identify high-energy BG γ 

events)

Muon stopping target
(170 μm-thick scintillating film)

μ+

γ

e+

MEG II - UPGRADE OF MEG

EPJ-C 78 (2018) 380

Continuous μ+ beam  
(7×107 s-1)

×2 intensity muon beam
×2 resolution everywhere
×2 efficiency

Search for μ+ → 
e+γ down to

6×10-14  

(90% C.L. 
sensitivity)

19

T. Mori, ICHEP2022
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MEG II
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MEG II
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μ+

e+

_
νμ

νe γ

Clear peak in teγ histogram coming from  

Radiative Muon Decays (RMD) 

→ Good verification for the µ→eγ reconstruction
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MEG II
➤ Reached the sensitivity as good as MEG in one 

year of data taking 

➤ Analysis is ongoing, stay tuned! 

➤ One order of magnitude improvement is expected 
from this year’s physics data taking

20

k= (S.E.S.)-1
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The μ to eee decay

➤ Accidental background is dominant → DC beam same as MEG/MEG II 

➤ An excellent vertex reconstruction and momentum resolutions

21

μ+

e+

e-

e+

Signal

μ+

e+

e-

e+

SM decay

_
νμνe

μ+

e+

_
νμνe

e-
Accidental
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Mu3e

➤ Transitioning from R&D phase to the construction 

➤ Integration & engineering run in 2023/2024, first physics run expected in 2025
22

CHARGED LEPTON FLAVOUR EXPERIMENTS / T. MORI

THE MU3E EXPERIMENT
• The Mu3e experiment aims to search for μ+ → e+ e+ e- with a sensitivity of ~10-15   (Phase I) up to down ~10-16  (Phase II). 

Previous upper limit BR(μ+ → e+ e+ e- ) ≤ 1 x 10-12 @90 C.L. by SINDRUM experiment)



Searches for 
μN→eN 

DeeMe, COMET, Mu2e

23The Kangaroo Sanctuary / Facebook
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Experimental concept

➤ Single electron with a mono-energy of ~105 MeV 

➤ No accidental coincidence 

➤ sensitivity ∝ beam intensity, more & more muons! 

➤ Pulsed-beam + delayed time window to sweep out all 
beam prompt backgrounds

24

nucleus

μ-

e-

Signal

Ee = Mµ - Bµ     
    ~ 105 MeV 
τµ = 863 ns @Al

nucleus

μ-

e-

νµ

_ 
νe

Decay In Orbit (DIO)

Main beam pulse 
Prompt beam induced particles 
Muon decay products

Time

~0.5 µs signal window
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Muons @J-PARC

25

J-PARC (Japan Proton Accelerator Research Complex) 
@ Tokai village, JAPAN

Rapid Cycle Synchrotron 
(RCS) 0.4 → 3 GeV

Proton Linear Accelerator 
0 → 0.4 GeV

Main Ring  Synchrotron 
3 → 30 (8) GeV 9

J-PARC MLF H-Line

Pulsed proton beam

 H-Line 
 For fundamental physics
 multipurpose beam line
 Construction was completed in 

January 2022.
 The DeeMe spectrometer was 

installed in the H1 area.
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DeeMe @J-PARC MLF

26

12

Principle of Experiment
 Concept of DeeMe

• Transport signal electrons (105MeV/c)

• Beam optics is optimized for signal electrons

⇒ Momentum selection

Suppress low momentum backgrounds

23

DeeMe Commissioning
 The DeeMe commissioning run was performed in June 2022.
 Every system worked well.

 Ready to take physics data.

Prompt burst 
105 MeV/c electron
beam profile

DeeMe Preliminary

beam

MWPC MWPC
PACMAN

24

DeeMe Commissioning
 Quick data analysis

 Positron data set at 50 MeV/c
for Michel edge measurement

 Positron momentum was reconstructed 
successfully.

 More calibration is needed. nucleus

μ-

e-

νµ

_ 
νe

Decay In Orbit (DIO)

➤ DIO edge observed in the pilot run 

➤ Physics run is planned in 2023 with 
an expected sensitivity of 1×10-13
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COMET Phase-I - Overview -
➤ Searching for a μ-e conversion with sensitivity of O(10-15) 

➤ Muon beam produced by impinging the 8 GeV proton beam onto the graphite target 

➤ Requires ~1016 total stopping muons per 150 days → 109 µ-/sec 

➤ So many secondary particles will be expected inside the detectors 

➤ See Sam Dekkers talk for more details

27
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COMET Phase-I - Proton beam -
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All signals between pulses are “accidental BG” (≠single 
particle from the beam) 

→ RExtinction < 10-11 

Good enough for Phase-I, more statistics is needed to 
check this for Phase-II
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COMET Phase-I - Muon beam -

29

1) 8GeV protons hit the Graphite target and produce secondary pions (Energy chosen to 
maximise the pion yield while preventing anti-protons) 

2) Low momentum π- likely back scatter and direct to the muon transportation solenoid (TS) 
while decaying to µ- 

3) A curved TS with a dipole field to select low momentum negative particles

COMET Phase-II: Optimisation 119

(a) All Muons

(b) Stopped Muons

(c) Muons with p > 70 MeV/c around the stopping target

Figure 5.26: The heights of muons as they pass along the beamline. (a) The path of all muons.
(b): The paths of muons that stop in the target. (c): The heights of muons
with momentum greater than 70 MeV/c when they enter the region around the
stopping target. These could potentially decay in flight to give electrons with 100
MeV/c or greater. These plots should be compared to those of Fig. 5.21 before
collimators were introduced, where it is clear how well the dangerous muons are
being suppressed.
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Fig. 4. Simulated CDC-hit map including hits from a 105-MeV conversion
electron. Each dot represents the hit position of charged particles. The “others”
includes heavy particles, such as alpha, triton, and heavy ions. The red and
black tilted boxes inside the inner wall of the CDC are Cherenkov counters
and scintillators of the CTH, respectively. The filled boxes represent CTH
counter hits.

between the conversion electron and background particles.
Fig. 4 shows a simulated conversion-electron trajectory over-
laying with background particles recorded within an event win-
dow of 1.1µs. The main background particles are protons from
the muon-nuclear-capture processes and low-energy electrons
from the gamma-ray interactions at the CDC walls. Notable
differences between background and signal hits appear in the
hit patterns and energy deposition. The conversion electron
makes a helical trajectory that is fully contained in the CDC
due to the magnetic field, as shown in Fig. 4. The track
will produce a series of neighboring hits in the azimuthal
direction at a radius given by the transverse momentum of the
conversion electron, and no or very few hits beyond this radius.
The low-energy electrons pass along the CDC wires, and their
trajectories are helical orbits with small radii, resulting in long-
lived hits on the same wire. The protons mostly have high
momenta and pass through the CDC from inside to outside
with a larger energy loss than the conversion electrons.

B. Classification Algorithm

In the hit classification stage, GBDTs are used to evaluate
whether the hits in the set of neighboring wires are consistent
with the expectations for a conversion electron. The signal-
like hits have larger GBDT-output values and are selected for
the event classification. Fig. 5 shows the CDC-hit maps before
(Fig. 5a) and after (Fig. 5b) applying the GBDTs. Red and blue
dots represent signal and background hits based on simulation
information. The dot size of Fig. 5b reflects the GBDT-output
value. While some background hits with large GBDT-output
still remain after applying GBDT, it is clear that GBDT can
classify the signal hits out of background hits. Therefore,
the deposited energy on the wire of interest and its radial
position are selected as the GBDT-input features. In order to
eliminate hits of the low-energy electrons, hit classifiers begin
with filtering the wires having long-lived hits. The energy
deposition of neighboring wires in the same layer is also
used to suppress low-energy electron hits. For the hardware
implementation, the input feature must be quantized so that
the total size of trigger data fits to the reasonable data transfer
rate between different FPGAs with the available FPGA logic

(a)

(b)
Fig. 5. Hit maps of the CDC (a) before and (b) after applying the GBDTs.
See the text for details.

Fig. 6. Procedures for the final trigger decision. CTH ID means an identifica-
tion number for each CTH counter. “T” (true) and “F” (false) mean triggered
and non-triggered sections, respectively. Hit counters of the CTH are filled
with red for the Cherenkov counters and black for the scintillation counters.

resources, such as the number of LUTs. The energy deposition
of each wire is compressed into 2 bits, as written in Section II.
Therefore, 6-input LUTs are used for the hit classification
using energy deposition from the wire of interest and two
neighboring wires. We implement a set of 6-input LUTs inside
the FPGA, and each set of 6-bit wire hit patterns is fed into
each different LUT depending on their radial position. Thus all
the input features (deposited energy, neighboring hit pattern,
and radial position) can be considered.

Fig. 6 describes the procedure of the final trigger decision
by the event classifier, which combines CDC and CTH trigger
information. The conversion electron leaves hits only in a part
of the CDC readout area, which is correlated with the CTH-
hit positions, as shown in Fig. 4. An active part of the CDC
is defined for each CTH counter to reject background hits
efficiently while keeping the conversion-electron hits. When
the number of signal-like hits in each active part exceeds a
threshold, the CDC trigger is generated for each CTH counter.
The CTH trigger provides the counter information passing the

COMET Phase-I - CyDet -

➤ CDC 

➤ ~5,000 wires, 20 stereo layers for momentum measurement, He:iC5H10=90:10, typical drift time <400ns 

➤ Signal electrons’ trajectories fully contained inside the volume 

➤ CTH 

➤ 2 layers of 64 segmented plastic scintillator rings at both ends of CDC for the timing measurement 

➤ Suppress accidental events and low momentum particles by taking four-fold coincidence
30

CTH

CDC

Muon Stopping Target
µ-

1T

Y. Fujii, et.al. DOI:10.5281/zenodo.6781368

C. Wu, et.al. DOI:10.1016/j.nima.2021.165756

https://zenodo.org/record/6781368#.Yu1_dy-r24I
https://www.sciencedirect.com/science/article/abs/pii/S0168900221007415
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COMET Phase-I - Monash Activities -

31

Beam collimators

CTH 1:1 prototype

Operation room

100 MeV e- beam
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COMET Phase-I - Monash Activities -
➤ Even though a four fold coincidence in CTH significantly suppress the trigger rate, an expected rate 

is still as high as 100 kHz → 10 times more suppression is required from DAQ side 

➤ Mostly from 10-50 MeV/c electrons/positrons induced by gamma-rays → no trajectories in CDC  

➤ Some intelligent trigger can solve this issue collaborating with students @ Osaka group

32
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COMET Phase-I - Monash Activities -
➤ Even though a four fold coincidence in CTH significantly suppress the trigger rate, an expected rate 

is still as high as 100 kHz → 10 times more suppression is required from DAQ side 

➤ Mostly from 10-50 MeV/c electrons/positrons induced by gamma-rays → no trajectories in CDC  

➤ Some intelligent trigger can solve this issue collaborating with students @ Osaka group
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COMET Phase-I - Expected Sensitivity -

34

ℬ(μ−N → e−N) |Al =
1

Nμ ⋅ fcap ⋅ fgnd ⋅ Aμ−e
= 3.0 × 10−15

Nµ : #of stopped µ-, 1.5×1016, exp. @ 150 days, 

fcap : fraction of stopped µ- captured, 0.61, theory, 

fgnd : fraction of µ- bound to ground state, 0.9 theory, 

Aµ : acceptance of µ-e signal, 0.041, exp..

Item Value Comment

Acceptance 0.2 Fixed

Trigger/DAQ efficiency 0.8 Subject to change

Track finding efficiency 0.99 SC

Track selection 0.9 SC

Momentum window 0.93 103.6 MeV/c < p < 106.0 MeV/c

Timing window 0.3 700 < t < 1170 ns, SC

Total 0.04 At least 25% error
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COMET Phase-I - Background -

35

Type Background Estimated events

Physics Muons decay in orbit 0.01

Radiative muon campture 0.0019

Neutron emission after muon capture < 0.001

Charged particle emission after muon capture < 0.001

Prompt beam Beam electrons, µ/π decay-in-flight, others Total < 0.0038

Radiative pion capture 0.0028

Delayed beam ↑ from delayed proton beam Negligible

Antiproton induced background 0.0012

Others Cosmic rays (computationally limited) < 0.01

Total < 0.032
➡ COMET Phase-I is almost BG free, sensitivity is only limited by the 

cost of radiation shielding and detector’s rate capabilities!
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COMET Phase-II

36

Muon Stopping Target 
+ beam blocker

8GeV Proton Beam (56 kW)

Detector Solenoid (~ 1T) + StrECAL

Electron Spectrometer ~1T 
to select ~100MeV/c charged particles

Production Target + High Efficiency Pion Capture Solenoid ~5T, 
Large aperture to effectively collect low momentum π/μ

Muon Transport Solenoid ~3T 
to select low momentum μ- 

and suppress π-

μ-

e-

1)×20 powerful beam 
2)×10 more muon stopping efficiency 
3)C-shaped “Electron” spectrometer 
➡ ×200 times better sensitivity !
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COMET Phase-II - Concept -
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×100 Sensitivity means ×100 BG 

➡DIO BG will become dominant if we 
do nothing in Phase-II 

➡Make a signal peak sharper = better 
momentum resolution and less 
materials
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COMET Phase-II - Detectors -
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A simple solution: 
Put our tracker inside the vacuum

LYSO crystals
- Full absorption 

length
- Fast time response 

for pileup tolerance
APD readout (space & 
radiation tolerance)

5 or more Straw stations
- A station consists of 

2 horizontal and 2 
vertical layers

- A straw is designed 
to be vacuum tight
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COMET Phase-II - Detectors -
➤ Straw + ECAL prototype will be used in the Phase-I beam measurement 

➤ A 20 µm thick, 10mmφ straw tube for the Phase-I beam measurement (Ar:C2H6 or Ar:CO2), expected σp 
~180 keV/c 

➤ 12.5 µmT, 5mmφ for Phase-II straw being developed, expected σp ~150 keV/c 

➤ LYSO 64 × 16 modules to be installed in the Phase-I 

➤ In Phase-II it’ll be scaled up to 5,000 for ~1.5 mφ coverage

39
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COMET Phase-II - Sensitivity -
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ℬ(μ−N → e−N) |Al =
1

Nμ ⋅ fcap ⋅ fgnd ⋅ Aμ−e
= 1.4 × 10−17

Nµ : #of stopped µ-, 3.3×1018, exp. @ 230 days, 

fcap : fraction of stopped µ- captured, 0.61, theory, 

fgnd : fraction of µ- bound to ground state, 0.9 theory, 

Aµ : acceptance of µ-e signal, 0.036, exp..

Item Value in P-I Value in P-II Comment

Acceptance 0.2 0.18 Fixed

Trigger/DAQ efficiency 0.8 0.87 Subject to change

Track reconstruction efficiency 0.99 0.77 SC

Track selection 0.9 0.94 SC

Momentum window 0.93 0.62 104.2 MeV/c < p < 105.5 MeV/c

Timing window 0.3 0.49 600 < t < 1170 ns, SC

Total 0.04 0.034 At least 25% error
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Mu2e

➤ At the Fermilab muon campus 

➤ Aiming 10-17 level sensitivity without staging 

➤ Construction is in progress and will take physics data in 2025/2026

41

The Muon Beam

10/31/2019 S. Werkema | Fermilab Muon Campus15

Bunches of 1012 protons from the 
Recycler Ring are targeted on the 
former Antiproton production target.
The beamlines downstream of the 
target transport 3.1 GeV/c 
secondaries. The muon beam is 
derived from the decay of the pions in 
this secondary beam.
>90% of pion decay muons will be 
polarized along the momentum vector 
of the muon (this is a fortuitous 
consequence of the V-A nature of 
weak decay).
The secondary beam circulates in the 
Delivery Ring for ~4 turns (6.8ms) –
pions decay, protons slip in time 
relative to + beam.
Protons are aborted prior to extraction
Pure, polarized + beam extracted into 
M5 beamline to g-2 ring.

1012 protons/bunch

(8 GeV)
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PRISM / PRIME

➤ Muon storage & phase rotation ring 
using a Fixed Field Alternating 
Gradient (FFAG) ring 

➤ Significantly reduce the beam induced 
background 

➤ Pure low momentum muons enable to 
explore high-Z target materials, 10-18 
or even higher sensitivity

42
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Future Prospects (from my optimistic view)
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of the new particles (red line) would indirectly appear
enhancing the probability of processes that otherwise
would be strongly suppressed or never occur.

The most general approach to describe the NP under
the assumption that the NP characteristic energy scale is
well above the energies explored so far is to write an ef-
fective lagrangian made by the sum of the SM lagrangian
and all the other new terms, suppressed by inverse powers
of the new heavy mass scale ⇤ [11–13]:

Le f f = LSM +
X

d>4

c(d)
n

⇤d�4O
(d) (1)

where O are the operators, d is the mass dimension and
cn dimensionless coe�cients. As it follows from eq. 1
searching for strongly suppressed or forbidden processes
o↵ers the unique possibility to probe otherwise unreach-
able and unexploited new physics energy scale. Following
the approach of the e↵ective lagrangian and assuming NP
natural coupling the current upper limits on muon cLFV
processes translates in new energy scale limits⇤ >O(100)
TeV, independently of the detailed form of the operator re-
sponsible for the cLFV process [14, 15].

Muonic rare channels such as the µ+ ! e+� decay, the
µ+ ! e+e+e� decay and µ�N ! e�N conversion in nu-
clei are the most promising and complementary cLFV pro-
cesses (often referred to as "golden muonic channels" [1,
16–20]): (a) The tremendous muon beam intensities (al-
ready available: up to few ⇥108 µ/s (continuous, DC) [21,
22], available soon: O(1011) µ/s (pulsed) [23, 24] and un-
derstudy: O(1010) µ/s (DC) [25, 26], implying for huge
statistical samples, together with ultimate performing de-
tectors allow for astonishing muonic cLFV SES; (b) The
combined phenomenological analysis of these three pro-
cesses allow for discriminating the underlying operators
generating a potential signal, given di↵erent process sen-
sitivities to the di↵erent operators. Figure 2 shows the
history of cLFV experiments based on the golden muonic
channels.

Two of the three golden muonic channels can be stud-
ied at PSI which delivers the world’s most intense con-
tinuous muon beam uniquely suited to study coincidence-
type experiments as µ+ ! e+� and µ+ ! e+e+e� decay
searches, where there is more than one particle in the final
state.

The MEG experiment searches for the µ+ ! e+� de-
cay ([27, 28]) and has recently set the most stringent up-
per limit on its branching ratio B(µ+ ! e+�) < 4.2 ⇥
10�13 [29–32]. It is a factor 30 improvement over the
previous limit set by the MEGA experiment [33] and also
the strongest bound on any forbidden decay particle. The
strong physics motivation to further explore the µ+ ! e+�
decay has led the collaboration to decide upon an upgrade
of the experiment, with the aim to improve the sensitiv-
ity by at least one order of magnitude. The MEG upgrade
(MEGII) has been approved at PSI and by the Institutions
of the international collaboration [34], and is now under-
way [35].

Figure 2. History of cLFV experiments with muons.

Following the mentioned complementary approach the
Mu3e experiment at PSI will search for the µ+ ! e+e+e�
decay aiming at a sensitivity of a few ⇥10�15 [36] (Mu3e
phase I) and an ultimate sensitivity of a few ⇥10�16 (cur-
rent upper limit B(µ+ ! e+e+e�)< 1.0 ⇥ 10�12 [37]), and
COMET [23] in Japan and Mu2e [24] in US will search
for the µ�N ! e�N conversion aiming at final sensitivi-
ties of few ⇥10�17(current upper limit B(µ Au ! e Au)
< 7 ⇥ 10�13 [38]).

2 The MEGII experiment

A schematic view of the MEGII apparatus is shown in Fig-
ure 3.

In MEGII, surface (positive) muons with a momentum
of 29 MeV/c are stopped in a thin slanted polyethylene tar-
get (thickness 140 µm; angle 15 deg), located at the center
of a magnetic spectrometer.

The signature of a µ+ ! e+� decay at rest is a back-
to-back, mono-energetic, time coincident � and e+. The
signal event is identified by five observables: The gamma
energy E�, the positron energy Ee, the relative gamma-
positron time te�, the relative gamma-positron angles ✓e�
and �e�. There are two main background sources, the dom-
inant being the accidental coincidences between a high
energy positron from the main muon decay µ+ ! e+⌫⌫
(Michel decay) and a high energy photon from positron
annihilation-in-flight or bremsstrahlung or from the radia-
tive muon decay (RMD) µ+ ! e+⌫⌫�. The other source
comes from the RMD itself when neutrinos take o↵ a small
amount of energy.

All the � kinematics variables (energy E�, time t� and
interaction point X�) are measured using a liquid Xenon
(LXe) calorimeter. All the e+ kinematics variables are
measured by a spectrometer made of single cylindrical ac-
tive drift chamber CDCH and a highly segmented pixe-
lated Timing Counter pTC mounted inside a gradient mag-

2

EPJ Web of Conferences 234, 01011 (2020) https://doi.org/10.1051/epjconf/202023401011
FCCP2019

Saturating?

DeeMe

MEG II

COMET P-I

Mu3e P-I

Super MEG?
Mu2e

Mu3e P-II

COMET P-II
Mu2e-II

PRISM/PRIME

Of course NO!
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Summary & Prospects
➤ CLFV searches are strong new physics probes and strongly related to other 

heavy flavour physics 

➤ Many results from muon CLFV searches are expected to come 

➤ We are entering the “new-physics-exploring” region now 

➤ And…
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Experiment

Measurements

Improve & 
Keep going

Discovery?

Discovery?

Measurements

Improve & 
Keep going Discovery?

Measurements

Improve & 
Keep going

Yes!

No
Yes!

No

Yes!

No
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Advertisement
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The indico page is under preparations

https://indico.cern.ch/event/1114856/


Backup
46The Kangaroo Sanctuary / Facebook
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Tau LFV
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